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SOCIAL PROBLEMS FORMAT CHANGE
BEGINNING WITH THE SUMMER, 1969 ISSUE
Contributorsshould consult current issues of the American Sociological
Review for samplesof the new form.

INTERNAL COLONIALISM AND GHETTO REVOLT1
ROBERT BLAUNER
Universityof California,Berkeley
The paperexploresthe thesis that white-Blackrelationsin Americaare essentially
those of colonizer and colonized.The concept of colonizationas a process is distinguished from colonialism as a social system in order to isolate the common
and the colonial peoples.
featuresin the experienceand situationof Afro-Americans
Three contemporarysocial movements are analyzed in this light: urban riots,
culturalnationalism,and ghetto controlpolitics. Some dilemmaswithin these movements are consideredin terms of the ambiguitiesthat exist when colonizationhas
taken place outsideof a colonial political context.The essay concludeswith a brief
discussionof the white role in ghettoizationand decolonization.

It is becomingalmost fashionableto argue in this paper that the utility of
analyze American racial conflict today this perspective depends upon a disin termsof the colonialanalogy.I shall tinction between colonization as a
process and colonialism as a social,
1 This is a revised version of a paper economic,and political system.It is the
delivered at the University of California experience of colonization that AfroCentennialProgram,"Studiesin Violence," Americanssharewith
manyof the nonLos Angeles, June 1, 1968. For criticisms
and ideas that have improved an earlier white people of the world. But this
draft, I am indebtedto RobertWood, Lin- subjugationhas takenplace in a societal
coln Bergman,and Gary Marx. As a good context that differs in important recolonialist I have probablyrestated (read:
spects from the situation of "classical
stolen) more ideas from the writings of colonialism."In the
body of this essay
Frantz
Kenneth Clark, Stokely Carmichael,
Fanon, and especially such contributorsto I shall look at some major developthe Black Panther Party (Oakland) news- ments in Blackprotest-the urbanriots,
paper as Huey Newton, Bobby Seale, El- culturalnationalism,and the movement
dridge Cleaver,and Kathleen Cleaver than for ghetto control-as collective reI have appropriatelycredited or generated
to colonized status. Viewing
myself. In self-defense I should state that sponses
I began working somewhat independently our domesticsituationas a special form
on a colonial analysis of American race of colonizationoutside a context of a
relationsin the fall of 1965; see my "White- colonial
system will help explain some
wash Over Watts: The Failure of the
of
the
dilemmas
and ambiguitieswithin
McCone Report,"Trans-action,3 (Marchthese
movements.
54.
April, 1966), pp. 3-9,
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The present crisis in American life
has broughtaboutchangesin socialperspectives and the questioning of long
acceptedframeworks.Intellectualsand
social scientistshave been forcedby the
pressureof events to look at old definitions of the characterof our society,the
role of racism, and the workings of
basic institutions.The depth and volatility of contemporaryracial conflict
challenge sociologists in particularto
question the adequacy of theoretical
models by which we have explained
Americanrace relationsin the past.
For a long time the distinctivenessof
the Negro situation among the ethnic
minoritieswas placed in termsof color,
and the systematicdiscriminationthat
follows from our deep-seated racial
prejudices.This was sometimes called
the castetheory,and while provocative,
it missed essential and dynamic featuresof Americanracerelations.In the
past ten yearstherehas been a tendency
to view Afro-Americans as another
ethnic group not basicallydifferent in
experience from previous ethnics and
whose "immigration"condition in the
North would in time follow their upward course. The inadequacyof this
model is now clear-even the Kerner
Report devotes a chapterto criticizing
this analogy. A more recent (though
hardly new) approach views the essence of racial subordinationin economic class terms: Black people as an
underclassare to a degree speciallyexploited and to a degree economically
dispensable in an automatingsociety.
Importantas are economic factors, the
power of race and racism in America
cannotbe sufficientlyexplainedthrough
class analysis. Into this theory vacuum
steps the model of internalcolonialism.
Problematicand imprecise as it is, it
gives hope of becoming a framework
that can integratethe insights of caste

and racism,ethnicity,culture,and economic exploitationinto an overall conceptual scheme. At the same time, the
danger of the colonial model is the
imposition of an artificial analogy
which might keep us from facing up to
the fact (to quote Harold Cruse) that
"the Americanblack and white social
phenomenonis a uniquely new world
thing."2
During the late 1950's, identification
with Africannationsand othercolonial
or formerlycolonized peoples grew in
importanceamong Black militants.3As
a result the U. S. was increasinglyseen
as a colonial power and the conceptof
domestic colonialism was introduced
into the political analysis and rhetoric
of militant nationalists. During the
sameperiodBlacksocialtheoristsbegan
developing this frame of referencefor
explaining Americanrealities.As early
as 1962, Cruse characterizedrace relations in this countryas "domesticcolonialism."4 Three years later in Dark
Ghetto, Kenneth Clark demonstrated
how the political, economic,and social
structure of Harlem was essentially
that of a colony.5 Finally in 1967, a
full-blown elaborationof "internalcolonialism" provided the theoretical
2 HaroldCruse,Rebellionor Revolution,
New York: 1968, p. 214.
3 Nationalism, including an orientation
toward Africa, is no new development.It
has been a constanttendencywithin AfroAmerican politics. See Cruse, ibid, esp.
chaps. 5-7.
4 This was six years before the publication of The Crisisof the Negro Intellectual,
New York: Morrow, 1968, which brought
Cruse into prominence. Thus the 1962
article was not widely read until its reprinting in Cruse's essays, Rebellion or
Revolution,op. cit.
5 Kenneth Clark, Dark Ghetto, New
York: Harper and Row, 1965. Clark's
analysis first appeared a year earlier in
Youth in the Ghetto, New York: Haryou
Associates,1964.

Internal Colonialism
frameworkfor Carmichaeland Hamilton's widely read Black Power.6 The
following year the colonial analogy
gained currencyand new "respectability" when SenatorMcCarthyhabitually
referredto Black Americansas a colonized people during his campaign.
While the rhetoricof internalcolonialism was catchingon, other social scientists began to raise questions about its
as a schemeof analysis.
appropriateness
The colonial analysis has been rejected as obscurantistand misleading
by scholarswho point to the signifcant
differencesin history and social-political conditions between our domestic
patternsand what took place in Africa
and India. Colonialismtraditionallyrefers to the establishmentof domination
over a geographicallyexternalpolitical
unit, most often inhabited by people
of a different race and culture, where
this domination is political and economic, and the colony exists subordinated to and dependent upon the
mother country. Typically the colonizers exploit the land, the raw materials, the labor, and other resourcesof
the colonized nation; in addition a formal recognition is given to the difference in power, autonomy,and political
status, and various agencies are set up
to maintain this subordination.Seemingly the analogy must be stretched
beyond usefulnessif the Americanversion is to be forced into this model.
For here we are talking about group
relations within a society; the mother
country-colony separation in geography is absent. Though whites certainly colonized the territory of the
original Americans, internal colonization of Afro-Americansdid not involve
the settlement of whites in any land
6 Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton, Black Power, New York: Random,
1967.
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that was unequivocablyBlack.And unlike the colonial situation, there has
been no formalrecognitionof differing
power since slaverywas abolishedoutside the South. Classic colonialism involved the control and exploitation of
the majorityof a nation by a minority
of outsiders.Whereas in America the
people who are oppressedwere themselves originally outsiders and are a
numericalminority.
This conventionalcritiqueof "internal colonialism" is useful in pointing
to the differencesbetweenour domestic
patternsand the overseassituation.But
in its bold attackit tends to lose sight
of commonexperiencesthat have been
historicallyshared by the most subjugated racialminorities in Americaand
non-white peoples in some other parts
of the world. For understandingthe
most dramaticrecent developmentson
the race scene, this common core element-which I shall call colonization
-may be more importantthan the undeniable divergencesbetween the two
contexts.
The common featuresultimatelyrelate to the fact that the classical colonialism of the imperialist era and
Americanracismdeveloped out of the
same historicalsituationand reflecteda
common world economic and power
stratification.The slave trade for the
most part precededthe imperialistpartition and economic exploitation of
Africa, and in fact may have been a
necessaryprerequisitefor colonial conquest-since it helped deplete and pacify Africa, underminingthe resistance
to direct occupation. Slavery contributed one of the basic raw materials
for the textile industrywhich provided
much of the capital for the West's industrialdevelopmentand need for economic expansionism.The essentialcondition for both American slavery and
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European colonialism was the power
domination and the technological superiority of the Western world in its
relationto peoples of non-Westernand
non-white origins. This objective supremacy in technology and military
power buttressedthe West's sense of
culturalsuperiority,laying the basis for
racist ideologies that were elaborated
to justify control and exploitation of
non-whitepeople. Thus becauseclassical colonialismand America'sinternal
version developedout of a similarbalance of technological, cultural, and
power relations, a common process of
social oppression characterized the
racial patterns in the two contextsdespite the variation in political and
social structure.
There appearto be four basic components of the colonization complex.
The first refers to how the racial
group enters into the dominantsociety
(whether colonial power or not). Colonizationbegins with a forced, involuntaryentry.Second,there is an impact
on the culture and social organization
of the colonized people which is more
than just a result of such "natural"
processes as contact and acculturation.
The colonizing power carries out a
policy which constrains,transforms,or
destroysindigenousvalues,orientations,
and ways of life. Third, colonization
involves a relationshipby which members of the colonized group tend to be
administeredby representativesof the
dominant power. There is an experience of being managed and manipulated by outsiders in terms of ethnic
status.
A final fundamentof colonizationis
racism.Racism is a principle of social
dominationby which a group seen as
inferior or differentin termsof alleged
biological characteristicsis exploited,
controlled, and oppressedsocially and

psychicallyby a superordinategroup.
Except for the marginal case of Japanese imperialism,the major examples
of colonialismhave involved the subjugation of non-white Asian, African,
and Latin Americanpeoples by white
European powers. Thus racism has
generallyaccompaniedcolonialism.Race
prejudice can exist without colonization-the experience of Asian-American minorities is a case in point-but
racismas a systemof dominationis part
of the complex of colonization.
The concept of colonizationstresses
the enormous fatefulness of the historical factor, namely the manner in
which a minoritygroup becomesa part
of the dominant society.7 The crucial
differencebetweenthe colonizedAmericans and the ethnic immigrantminorities is that the latter have alwaysbeen
able to operate fairly competitively
within that relatively open section of
the social and economic order because
these groupscamevoluntarilyin search
of a better life, because their movements in society were not administratively controlled, and because they
transformedtheir culture at their own
pace-giving up ethnic values and institutionswhen it was seen as a desirable exchange for improvements in
socialposition.
In present-dayAmerica,a major device of Blackcolonizationis the powerless ghetto. As KennethClarkdescribes
the situation:
Ghettoes are the consequence of the imposition of external power and the institutionalization of powerlessness. In this

respect, they are in fact social, political,
7 As EIdridgeCleaverremindsus, "Black
people are a stolen people held in a colonial
status on stolen land, and any analysis
which does not acknowledgethe colonial
status of black people cannot hope to deal
with the real problem.""The Land Question," Ramparts, 6 (May, 1968), p. 51.

Internal Colonialism
educational, and above all-economic
colonies. Those confined within the ghetto
walls are subject peoples. They are victims of the greed, cruelty, insensitivity,
guilt and fear of their masters ....
The community can best be described
in terms of the analogy of a powerless
colony. Its political leadership is divided,
and all but one or two of its political
leaders are shortsighted and dependent
upon the larger political power structure.
Its social agencies are financially precarious and dependent upon sources of
support outside the community. Its
churches are isolated or dependent. Its
economy is dominated by small businesses
which are largely owned by absentee
owners, and its tenements and other real
property are also owned by absentee landlords.
Under a system of centralization, Harlem's schools are controlled by forces
outside of the community. Programs and
policies are supervised and determined by
individuals who do not live in the community . . .8

Of course many ethnic groups in
Americahave lived in ghettoes. What
make the Black ghettoes an expression
of colonized status are three special
features.First, the ethnicghettoesarose
more from voluntary choice, both in
the sense of the choice to immigrateto
Americaand the decisionto live among
one's fellow ethnics. Second, the immigrant ghettoes tended to be a one
and two generationphenomenon;they
were actually way-stationsin the process of acculturationand assimilation.
When they continueto persistas in the
case of San Francisco'sChinatown,it is
because they are big business for the
ethnics themselves and there is a new
stream of immigrants. The Black
ghetto on the other hand has been a
morepermanentphenomenon,although
some individualsdo escapeit. But most
relevant is the third point. European
ethnic groups like the Poles, Italians,
8 Youth in the Ghetto, op. cit., pp. 1011; 79-80.
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and Jews generally only experienced
a brief period, often less than a generation, during which their residential
buildings, commercialstores,and other
enterpriseswere owned by outsiders.
The Chineseand Japanesefaced handicaps of color prejudice that were almost as strong as the Blacks faced, but
very soon gained control of their internal communities,because their traditional ethnic culture and social organization had not been destroyedby
slavery and internal colonization. But
Afro-Americans are distinct in the
extent to which their segregatedcommunitieshave remainedcontrolledeconomically, politically, and administratively from the outside. One indicator
of this difference is the estimate that
the "income of Chinese-Americans
from Chinese-ownedbusinesses is in
proportion to their numbers45 times
as great as the incomeof Negroes from
Negro owned businesses."9But what
is true of business is also true for the
other social institutions that operate
within the ghetto. The educators,policemen,social workers,politicians,and
others who administer the affairs of
ghetto residents are typically whites
who live outside the Black community.
Thus the ghetto plays a strategic role
as the focus for the administrationby
outsiderswhich is also essential to the
structureof overseas colonialism.10
9 N. GlazerandD. P. Moynihan,
Beyond

the Melting Pot, Cambridge,Mass.: M.I.T.,

1963,p. 37.
10 "When we speak of Negro social
disabilitiesundercapitalism,. . . we refer
to thefactthathe doesnot ownanythingeven what is ownable in his own commu-

is to
nity.Thusto fightfor blackliberation

fight for his right to own. The Negro is

politicallycompromised
todaybecausehe
owns nothing.He has little voice in the
affairsof state becausehe owns nothing.
The fundamental
reasonwhy the Negro
revolutionhas been
bourgeois-democratic
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The colonial status of the Negro
communitygoes beyond the issue of
ownershipand decision-makingwithin
Blackneighborhoods.The Afro-American population in most cities has very
little influence on the power structure
and institutions of the larger metropolis, despite the fact that in numerical
terms,Blacks tend to be the most sizeable of the various interest groups. A
recent analysis of policy-making in
Chicago estimatesthat "Negroes really
hold less than 1 percentof the effective
power in the Chicago metropolitan
area. [Negroes are 20 percent of Cook
County'spopulation.] Realisticallythe
power structureof Chicago is hardly
less white than that of Mississippi."l
Colonizationoutside of a traditional
colonial structurehas its own special
conditions.The groupcultureand social
structureof the colonizedin Americais
less developed; it is also less autonomous. In addition, the colonized are
a numericalminority, and furthermore
they are ghettoized more totally and
aborted is because American capitalism has
prevented the development of a black class
of capitalist owners of institutions and economic tools. To take one crucial example,
Negro radicals today are severely hampered
in their tasks of educating the black masses
on political issues because Negroes do not
own any of the necessary means of propaganda and communication. The Negro owns
no printing presses, he has no stake in the
networks of the means of communication.
Inside his own communities he does not
own the house he lives in, the property he
lives on, nor the wholesale and retail
sources from which he buys his commodities. He does not own the edifices in which
he enjoys culture and entertainment or in
which he socializes. In capitalist society, an
individual or group that does not own anything is powerless." H. Cruse, "Behind the
Black Power Slogan," in Cruse, Rebellion
or Revolution, op. cit., pp. 238-39.
11 Harold M. Baron, "Black Powerlessness in Chicago," Trans-action, 6 (Nov.,
1968), pp. 27-33.

are more dispersedthan people under
classiccolonialism.Though these realities affect the magnitudeand direction
of response, it is my basic thesis that
the most importantexpressionsof protest in the Blackcommunityduringthe
recentyears reflectthe colonized status
of Afro-America.Riots, programs of
separation,politics of communitycontrol, the Black revolutionary movements, and cultural nationalism each
representa differentstrategyof attack
on domestic colonialism in America.
Let us now examine some of these
movements.
RIOTORREVOLT?

The so-calledriots are being increasingly recognized as a preliminary if
primitiveform of massrebellionagainst
a colonial status. There is still a tendency to absorbtheir meaning within
the conventionalscope of assimilationintegrationpolitics: some commentators
stress the materialmotives involved in
looting as a sign that the rioters want
to join America'smiddle-classaffluence
just like everyone else. That motives
are mixed and often unconscious,that
Black people want good furnitureand
television sets like whites is beside the
point. The guiding impulse in most
major outbreakshas not been integration with Americansociety, but an attempt to stake out a sphere of control
by moving againstthat society and destroying the symbolsof its oppression.
In my critiqueof the McConereport
I observedthat the rioterswere asserting a claim to territoriality,an unorganized and ratherinchoateattemptto
gain control over their communityor
"turf."12 In succeeding disorders also
the thrust of the action has been the
attemptto clear out an alien presence,
12 R. Blauner, "Whitewash Over Watts,"
op. cit.

Internal Colonialism
white men and officials,rather than a
drive to kill whites as in a conventional
race riot. The main attackshave been
directedat the propertyof white business men and at the police who operate
in the Black community"like an army
of occupation"protectingthe interests
of outside exploiters and maintaining
the dominationover the ghetto by the
centralmetropolitanpower structure.13
The Kerner report misleads when it
attemptsto explain riots in termsof integration: "What the riotersappearto
be seeking was fuller participationin
the social order and the materialbenefits enjoyed by the majorityof American citizens. Rather than rejecting the
Americansystem, they were anxious to
obtain a place for themselvesin it."14
More accurately,the revolts pointed to
alienationfrom this systemon the part
of many poor and also not-so-poor
Blacks.The sacrednessof privateproperty, that unconsciouslyaccepted bulwark of our social arrangements,was
rejected;people who looted apparently
without guilt generally remarkedthat
they were taking things that "reallybelonged" to them anyway.15Obviously
13 "The police function to support and
enforce the interests of the dominant political, social, and economic interests of the
town" is a statement made by a former
police scholar and official, according to A.
Neiderhoffer, Behind the Shield, New York:
Doubleday, 1967 as cited by Gary T. Marx,
"Civil Disorder and the Agents of Control,"
Journal of Social Issues, forthcoming.
14 Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, N.Y.: Bantam,
March, 1968, p. 7.
15 This kind of attitude has a long history among American Negroes. During
slavery, Blacks used the same rationalization
to justify stealing from their masters. Appropriating things from the master was
viewed as "taking part of his property for
the benefit of another part; whereas stealing referred to appropriating something
from another slave, an offense that was not
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the society's bases of legitimacy and
authorityhave been attacked.Law and
order has long been viewed as the
white man's law and order by AfroAmericans; but now this perspective
characteristicof a colonized people is
out in the open. And the Kerner Report's own data question how well
ghetto rebels are buying the system:
In Newark only 33 percent of selfreportedrioters said they thought this
countrywas worth fighting for in the
event of a major war; in the Detroit
samplethe figurewas 55 percent.16
One of the most significant consequences of the process of colonization
is a weakening of the colonized's individualand collectivewill to resisthis
oppression.It has been easierto contain
and control Black ghettoes because
communalbonds and group solidarity
have been weakened through divisions
among leadership,failures of organization, and a generaldisspiritmentthat accompaniessocial oppression.The riots
are a signal that the will to resist has
brokenthe mold of accommodation.In
some cities as in Watts they also represented nascentmovementstowardcommunity identity. In several riot-torn
ghettoes the outburstshave stimulated
new organizationsand movements. If
it is true that the riot phenomenon
of 1964-68 has passed its peak, its
historicalimport may be more for the
"internal"organizingmomentumgenerated than for any profound "external" response of the larger society
facing up to underlyingcauses.
Despite the appeal of FrantzFanon
to youngBlackrevolutionaries,America
is not Algeria. It is difficultto foresee
how riots in our cities can play a role
condoned." Kenneth Stampp, The Peculiar
Institution, Vintage, 1956, p. 127.
16 Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, op. cit., p. 178.
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equivalent to rioting in the colonial
situation as an integral phase in a
movement for national liberation. In
1968 some militant groups (for example, the Black PantherPartyin Oakland) had concluded that ghetto riots
were self-defeating of the lives and
interestsof Black people in the present
balanceof organizationand gunpower,
though they had serveda role to stimulate both Blackconsciousnessand white
awarenessof the depths of racialcrisis.
Such militantshave been influentialin
"cooling"their communitiesduringperiods of high riot potential. Theoretically oriented Black radicals see riots
as spontaneous mass behavior which
must be replaced by a revolutionary
organization and consciousness. But
despitethe differencesin objectiveconditions, the violence of the 1960's
seems to serve the same psychic function, assertions of dignity and manhood for young Blacks in urban
ghettoes, as it did for the colonized of
North Africa describedby Fanon and
Memmi.17

controlling colonized peoples. The
boundariesof African colonies, for example, were drawn to suit the political
conveniencesof the Europeannations
without regard to the social organization and culturesof African tribes and
kingdoms.Thus Nigeria as blockedout
by the Britishincludedthe Yorubasand
the Ibos, whose civil war today is a
residuumof the colonialist'sdisrespect
for the integrityof indigenouscultures.
The most total destructionof culture
in the colonizationprocess took place
not in traditional colonialism but in
America. As Frazier stressed, the integral cultures of the diverse African
peoples who furnished the slave trade
were destroyedbecauseslaves from different tribes, kingdoms, and linguistic
groups were purposely separated to
maximizedominationand control.Thus
language, religion, and national loyalties were lost in North Americamuch
more completelythan in the Caribbean
and Brazil where slavery developed
somewhatdifferently.Thus on this key
point America's internal colonization
has been more total and extreme than
CULTURAL NATIONALISM
situations of classic colonialism. For
Cultural conflict is generic to the the British in India and the European
colonial relation because colonization powers in Africa were not able-as
involves the domination of Western outnumberedminorities-to destroythe
technological values over the more nationaland tribalculturesof the colocommunal cultures of non-Western nized. Recall that American slavery
peoples.Colonialismplayedhavocwith lasted 250 yearsand its racistaftermath
the national integrityof the peoples it another 100. Colonial dependency in
brought under its sway. Of course, all the case of British Kenya and French
traditional cultures are threatened by Algeria lasted only 77 and 125 years
industrialism,the city, and moderniza- respectively.In the wake of this more
tion in communication,transportation, drastic uprooting and destruction of
health, and education.What is special culture and social organization,much
are the political and administrativede- more powerful agencies of social, pocisions of colonizers in managing and litical, and psychological domination
developed in the Americancase.
17
Wretched
the Earth,
Frantz Fanon,
of
New York: Grove, 1963; Albert Memmi,
The Colonizer and the Colonized, Boston:
Beacon, 1967.

Colonial control of many peoples inhabiting the colonies was more a goal than a
fact, and at Independence there were

Internal Colonialism
undoubtedlyfairly large numbersof Africans who had never seen a colonial administrator.The gradualprocessof extension of control from the administrative
center on the African coast contrasts
sharplywith the total uprootinginvolved
in the slave trade and the totalitarian
aspects of slavery in the United States.
Whetheror not Elkins is correctin treating slavery as a total institution,it undoubtedly had a far more radical and
pervasiveimpacton Americanslaves than
did colonialism on the vast majority of
Africans.18

Yet a similarculturalprocessunfolds
in both contextsof colonialism.To the
extent that they are involved in the
larger society and economy, the colonized are caught up in a conflict between two cultures. Fanon has described how the assimilation-oriented
schools of Martinique taught him to
rejecthis own cultureand Blacknessin
favor of Westernized, French, and
white values.19 Both the colonized
elites under traditionalcolonialismand
perhaps the majority of Afro-Americans today experiencea parallelsplit in
identity, cultural loyalty, and political
orientation.20
The colonizers use their culture to
socialize the colonized elites (intellectuals, politicians, and middle class)
into an identificationwith the colonial
system. Because Western culture has
the prestige, the power, and the key to
open the limited opportunity that a
minorityof the colonized may achieve,
the first reaction seems to be an ac18 RobertWood, "Colonialismin Africa
and America: Some ConceptualConsiderations," December,1967, unpublishedpaper.
19 F. Fanon,Black Skins, White Masks,
New York: Grove, 1967.
20 Harold Crusehas describedhow these
two themes of integrationwith the larger
societyand identificationwith ethnicnationality have struggledwithin the political and
cultural movements of Negro Americans.
The Crisisof the Negro Intellectual,op. cit.
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ceptance of the dominant values. Call
it brainwashingas the Black Muslims
put it; call it identifying with the aggressor if you prefer Freudian terminology; call it a naturalresponseto the
hope and belief that integration and
democratizationcan really take place if
you favor a more commonsense explanation, this initial acceptance in
time crumbleson the realitiesof racism
and colonialism.The colonized, seeing
that his successwithin colonialismis at
the expense of his group and his own
inner identity, moves radicallytoward
a rejectionof the Western cultureand
developsa nationalistoutlookthat celebrates his people and their traditions.
As Memmi describesit:
Assimilation being abandoned, the colonized's liberation must be carried out
through a recovery of self and of autonomous dignity. Attempts at imitating the
colonizer required self-denial; the colonizer's rejection is the indispensible prelude to self-discovery. That accusing and
annihilating image must be shaken off;
oppression must be attacked boldly since
it is impossible to go around it. After
having been rejected for so long by the
colonizer, the day has come when it is the
colonized who must refuse the colonizer.21

Memmi's book, The Colonizer and
the Colonized, is based on his experience as a Tunisian Jew in a marginal
position between the French and the
colonized Arab majority.The uncanny
parallels between the North African
situationhe describesand the courseof
Black-whiterelations in our society is
the best impressionistargumentI know
for the thesis that we have a colonized
group and a colonizing system in
America. His discussion of why even
the most radicalFrenchanti-colonialist
cannot participate in the struggle of
the colonized is directly applicableto
21

Memmi, op. cit., p. 128.
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the situation of the white liberal and
radical vis-a-vis the Black movement.
His portraitof the colonizedis as good
an analysis of the psychology behind
Black Power and Black nationalismas
anything that has been written in the
U.S. Considerfor example:
Considered en bloc as them, they, or
those, different from every point of view,
homogeneous in a radical heterogeneity,
the colonized reacts by rejecting all the
colonizers en bloc. The distinction between deed and intent has no great
significance in the colonial situation. In
the eyes of the colonized, all Europeans
in the colonies are de facto colonizers,
and whether they want to be or not, they
are colonizers in some ways. By their
privileged economic position, by belonging to the political system of oppression,
or by participating in an effectively negative complex toward the colonized, they
are colonizers. ...
They are supporters
or at least unconscious accomplices of that
great collective aggression of Europe.22
The same passion which made him admire
and absorb Europe shall make him assert
his differences; since those differences,
after all, are within him and correctly
constitute his true self.23

Southernvaluesand customs,migration
and the Northern lower-classghettoes,
and most importantly, the political
history of the Black population in its
struggle against racism.25That AfroAmericansare moving towardcultural
nationalism in a period when ethnic
loyaltiestend to be weak (and perhaps
on the decline) in this countryis another confirmationof the unique colonized position of the Black group. (A
similar nationalismseems to be growing among American Indians and
Mexican-Americans.)
THE MOVEMENTFOR GHETTO
CONTROL

The call for Black Power unites a
number of varied movements and
tendencies.26Though no clear-cutprogram has yet emerged,the most important emphasis seems to be the movement for control of the ghetto. Black
leaders and organizationsare increas-

25 In anotheressay, I argue against the
standardsociologicalpositionthat deniesthe
existence of an ethnic Afro-Americanculture and I expandon the abovethemes.The
The important thing now is to rebuild his
people, whatever be their authentic na- concept of "Soul" is astonishinglyparallel
ture; to reforge their unity, communicate in content to the mystiqueof "Negritude"
in Africa; the Pan-Africanculture movewith it, and to feel that they belong.24
ment has its parallel in the burgeoning
Cultural revitalization movements Black culturemood in Afro-Americancom"Black Culture: Myth or
play a key role in anti-colonialmove- munities.inSee
Reality" Peter Rose, editor, Americans
ments. They follow an inner necessity From
Africa, Atherton, 1969.
and logic of their own that comesfrom
26 Scholars and social commentators,
the consequences of colonialism on Black and white alike, disagree in interBlack Power
groups and personal identities; they preting the contemporary
are also essential to provide the solidar- movement.The issues concernwhether this
is a new developmentin Blackprotestor an
ity which the political or military phase old tendencyrevised;whetherthe movement
of the anti-colonial revolution requires. is radical,revolutionary,reformist,or conIn the U.S. an Afro-American culture servative; and whether this orientationis
has been developing since slavery out unique to Afro-Americansor essentially a
Black parallel to other ethnic group strateof the ingredients of African worldgies for collectivemobility.For an interestviews, the experience of bondage, ing discussionof BlackPower as a modernized version of Booker T. Washington's
22 Ibid., p. 130.
separatism and economism, see Harold
23 Ibid.,
Cruse, Rebellion or Revolution, op. cit.,
p. 132.
24 Ibid., p. 134.

pp. 193-258.
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ingly concernedwith owning and controlling those institutions that exist
within or impinge upon their community. The colonial model provides a key
to the understandingof this movement,
and indeed ghetto control advocates
have increasinglyinvoked the language
of colonialism in pressing for local
home rule. The frameworkof anti-colonialism explains why the struggle for
poor people's or communitycontrol of
povertyprogramshas been more central
in manycities than the content of these
programsand why it has been crucial
to exclude whites from leadershippositions in Black organizations.
The key institutions that anti-colonialists want to take over or control
are business, social services, schools,
and the police. Though many spokesmen have advocated the exclusion of
white landlordsand small businessmen
from the ghetto, this programhas evidently not struck fire with the Black
population and little concrete movement toward economic expropriation
has yet developed. Welfare recipients
have organized in many cities to protect their rights and gain a greater
voice in the decisions that affect them,
but whole communities have not yet
been able to mountdirectactionagainst
welfare colonialism.Thus schools and
the police seem now to be the burning
issues of ghetto control politics.
During the past few years there has
been a dramaticshift from educational
integrationas the primarygoal to that
of communitycontrol of the schools.
Afro-Americans are demanding their
own school boards,with the power to
hire and fire principals and teachers
and to construct a curriculumwhich
would be relevantto the special needs
and culture style of ghetto youth.
Especially active in high schools and
colleges have been Black students,
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whose protests have centered on the
incorporationof BlackPowerand Black
culture into the educational system.
Consider how similar is the spirit behind these developmentsto the attitude
of the colonizedNorth African toward
Europeaneducation:
He will prefer a long period of educational mistakes to the continuance of the
colonizer's school organization. He will
choose institutional disorder in order to
destroy the institutions built by the colonizer as soon as possible. There we will
see, indeed a reactive drive of profound
protest. He will no longer owe anything
to the colonizer and will have definitely
broken with him.27

Protest and institutional disorder
over the issue of school control came
to a head in 1968 in New York City.
The procrastinationin the Albany State
legislature,the severalcrippling strikes
called by the teachersunion, and the
almost frenzied responseof Jewish organizationsmakes it clear that decolonization of education faces the resistance of powerful vested interests.28
The situationis too dynamicat present
to assessprobablefuture results.However, it can be safely predicted that
some form of school decentralization
will be institutionalizedin New York,
and the movementfor communitycontrol of education will spread to more
cities.
This movement reflectssome of the
problems and ambiguities that stem
from the situationof colonizationoutside an immediate colonial context.
The Afro-Americancommunityis not
parallelin structureto the communities
of colonized nations under traditional
27
28

Memmi, op. cit., pp. 137-138.
For the New York school conflict see
Jason Epstein, "The Politics of School Decentralization," New York Review of Books,
June 6, 1968, pp. 26-32; and "The New
York City School Revolt," ibid., 11, no. 6,
pp. 37-41.
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colonialism. The significant difference
here is the lack of fully developed indigenousinstitutionsbesidesthe church.
Outside of some areas of the South
there is really no Black economy, and
most Afro-Americans are inevitably
caught up in the larger society'sstructure of occupations, education, and
mass communication.Thus the ethnic
nationalist orientation which reflects
the realityof colonizationexists alongside an integrationistorientationwhich
correspondsto the reality that the institutionsof the largersocietyare much
more developed than those of the incipient nation.29 As would be expected
the movementfor schoolcontrolreflects
both tendencies. The militant leaders
who spearheadsuch local movements
may be primarily motivated by the
desireto gain controlover the community's institutions-they are anti-colonialists first and foremost. Many parents who support them may share this
goal also, but the majority are probably more concernedabout creating a
new education that will enable their
children to "make it" in the society
and the economy as a whole-they
know that the present school system
fails ghetto children and does not prepare them for participationin American life.
There is a growing recognitionthat
the police are the most crucial institution maintaining the colonized status
of Black Americans.And of all establishment institutions, police departmentsprobablyincludethe highestpro29 This dual split in the politics and
psyche of the Black American was poetically
described by Du Bois in his Souls of Black
Folk, and more recently has been insightfully analyzed by Harold Cruse in The
Crisis of the Negro Intellectual, op. cit.
Cruse has also characterized the problem of
the Black community as that of underdevelopment.

portion of individualracists.This is no
accident since central to the workings
of racism (an essential component of
colonization) are attacks on the humanity and dignity of the subject
group. Through their normal routines
the police constrictAfro-Americansto
Black neighborhoodsby harassingand
questioning them when found outside
the ghetto; they break up groups of
youth congregating on corners or in
cars without any provocation;and they
continue to use offensive and racist
language no matter how many intergroup understanding seminars have
been built into the police academy.
They also shoot to kill ghetto residents
for alleged crimes such as car thefts
and running from police officers.30
Police are key agents in the power
equationas well as the dramaof dehumanization. In the final analysis they
do the dirtywork for the largersystem
by restrictingthe strikingbackof Black
rebels to skirmishesinside the ghetto,
thus deflecting energies and attacks
from the communitiesand institutions
30 A recent survey of police finds "that
in the predominantly Negro areas of several
large cities, many of the police perceive the
residents as basically hostile, especially the
youth and adolescents. A lack of public
support-from citizens, from courts, and
from laws-is the policeman's major complaint. But some of the public criticism can
be traced to the activities in which he engages day by day, and perhaps to the tone
in which he enforces the "law" in the
Negro neighborhoods. Most frequently he
is 'called upon' to intervene in domestic
quarrels and break up loitering groups. He
stops and frisks two or three times as many
people as are carrying dangerous weapons
or are actual criminals, and almost half of
these don't wish to cooperate with the
policeman's efforts." Peter Rossi et al., "Between Black and White-The
Faces of
American Institutions and the Ghetto," in
Supplemental Studies for The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, July
1968, p. 114.
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of the largerpower structure.In a historical review, Gary Marx notes that
since the Frenchrevolution,police and
other authoritieshave killed large numbers of demonstratorsand rioters; the
rebellious "rabble"rarely destroyshuman life. The same pattern has been
repeatedin America'srecent revolts.31
Journalisticaccounts appearing in the
press recently suggest that police see
themselvesas defending the interestsof
white people against a tide of Black
insurgence; furthermorethe majority
of whites appearto view "bluepower"
in this light. There is probablyno other
opinion on which the races are as far
aparttoday as they are on the question
of attitudestoward the police.
In many casesset off by a confrontation between a policemanand a Black
citizen, the ghetto uprisings have
dramatizedthe role of law enforcement and the issue of police brutality.
In their aftermath, movements have
arisen to contain police activity. One
of the first was the CommunityAlert
Patrol in Los Angeles, a method of
policing the police in order to keep
them honest and constraintheir violations of personaldignity. This was the
first tactic of the Black Panther Party
which originated in Oakland, perhaps
31 "In the GordonRiots of 1780 demonstratorsdestroyedpropertyand freed prisoners,but did not seem to kill anyone,while
authorities killed several hundred rioters
and hung an additional25. In the Rebellion
Riots of the French Revolution, though
several hundred rioters were killed, they
killed no one. Up to the end of the Summer
of 1967, this pattern had clearly been repeated, as police, not rioters, were responsible for most of the more than 100 deaths
that have occurred.Similarly, in a related
context, the more than 100 civil rights
murdersof recentyears have been matched
by almost no murdersof racist whites." G.
Marx, "Civil Disorders and the Agents of
Social Control," op. cit.
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the most significantgroup to challenge
the police role in maintaining the
ghetto as a colony. The Panther'slater
policy of openly carrying guns (a
legally protected right) and their intentionof defendingthemselvesagainst
police aggressionhas brought on a series of confrontationswith the Oakland
police department.All indications are
that the authorities intend to destroy
the Panthersby shooting, framing up,
or legally harassingtheir leadershipdiverting the group's energies away
from its primary purpose of self-defense and organization of the Black
communityto that of legal defense and
gaining supportin the white community.
There are three major approachesto
"police colonialism"that correspondto
reformistand revolutionaryreadingsof
the situation.The most elementaryand
also superficialsees colonialism in the
fact that ghettoes are overwhelmingly
patrolledby white ratherthan by Black
officers. The proposal-supported today by many police departments-to
increasethe numberof Blacks on local
forces to something like their distribution in the city would then make it
possibleto reducethe use of white cops
in the ghetto. This reform should be
supported, for a variety of obvious
reasons,but it does not get to the heart
of the police role as agentsof colonization.
The Kerner Report documents the
fact that in some cases Blackpolicemen
can be as brutalas their white counterparts.The Reportdoes not tell us who
polices the ghetto, but they have compiled the proportionof Negroes on the
forcesof the majorcities. In some cities
the disparity is so striking that white
police inevitably dominate ghetto patrols. (In Oakland 31 percent of the
population and only 4 percent of the
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police are Black; in Detroit the figures
are 39 percent and 5 percent; and in
New Orleans 41 and 4.) In other
cities, however,the proportionof Black
cops is approachingthe distributionin
the city: Philadelphia 29 percent and
20 percent;Chicago27 percentand 17
percent.32These figures also suggest
that both the extent and the patternof
colonization may vary from one city
to another.It would be useful to study
how Black communitiesdiffer in degree of control over internal institutions as well as in economicand political power in the metropolitanarea.
A second demand which gets more
to the issue is that police should live
in the communities they patrol. The
idea here is that Black cops who lived
in the ghetto would have to be accountable to the community;if they came
on like white cops then "the brothers
would take care of business"and make
their lives miserable.The third or maximalistposition is basedon the premise
that the police play no positive role in
the ghettoes.It calls for the withdrawal
of metropolitan officers from Black
communitiesand the substitutionof an
autonomous indigenous force that
would maintainorder without oppressing the population. The precise relationship between such an independent
police, the city and countylaw enforcement agencies,a ghetto governingbody
that would superviseand financeit, and
32 Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, op. cit., p. 321.
That Black officers nevertheless would make
a difference is suggested by data from one
of the supplemental studies to the Kerner
Report. They found Negro policemen working in the ghettoes considerably more sympathetic to the community and its social
problems than their white counterparts.
Peter Rossi et al., "Between Black and
White- The Faces of American Institutions
in the Ghetto," op. cit., chap. 6.

especiallythe law itself is yet uncear.
It is unlikely that we will soon face
these problems directly as they have
arisen in the case of New York's
schools. Of all the programsof decolonization, police autonomywill be most
resisted.It gets to the heart of how the
state functions to control and contain
the Black communitythrough delegating the legitimate use of violence to
police authority.
The various"BlackPower"programs
that are aimed at gaining control of
individual ghettoes-buying up propertyand businesses,runningthe schools
throughcommunityboards,takingover
anti-povertyprogramsand other social
agencies, diminishing the arbitrary
power of the police-can serve to revitalize the institutions of the ghetto
and build up an economic,professional,
and political power base. These programs seem limited; we do not know
at present if they are enough in themselves to end colonized status.33But
they are certainlya necessaryfirst step.
THE ROLE OF WHITES

What makes the Kerner Report a
less-than-radicaldocumentis its superficial treatmentof racismand its reluctance to confront the colonized relationship between Blackpeople and the
larger society. The Report emphasizes
the attitudesand feelings that make up
white racism,ratherthan the systemof
privilegeand controlwhich is the heart
of the matter.34With all its discussion
33 Eldridge Cleaver has called this first
stage of the anti-colonial movement community liberation in contrast to a more
long-range goal of national liberation. E.
Cleaver, "Community Imperialism," Black
Panther Party newspaper, 2 (May 18,
1968).
34 For a discussion of this failure to deal
with racism, see Gary T. Marx, "Report of
the National Commission: The Analysis of
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of the ghetto and its problems,it never
faces the question of the stake that
white Americans have in racism and
ghettoization.
This is not a simple question, but
this paper should not end with the
impression that police are the major
villains. All white Americans gain
some privileges and advantage from
the colonization of Black communities.35The majorityof whites also lose
something from this oppression and
division in society. Serious research
should be directed to the ways in
which white individuals and institutions are tied into the ghetto. In closing
let me suggest some possible parameters.
1. It is my guess that only a small
minority of whites make a direct economic profit from ghetto colonization.
This is hopeful in that the ouster of
white businessmenmay become politically feasible. Much more significant,
however, are the private and corporate
interests in the land and residential
propertyof the Black community;their
holdings and influence on urban decision-making must be exposed and
combated.
2. A much largerminorityhave occupationaland professionalinterestsin
the present arrangements.The Kerner
Commission reports that 1.3 million
non-white men would have to be upgraded occupationallyin orderto make
the Blackjob distributionroughlysimilar to the white. They advocate this
without mentioning that 1.3 million
specially privileged white workers

would lose in the bargain.36In addition there are those professionalswho
carryout what Lee Rainwaterhas called
the "dirtywork" of administeringthe
lives of the ghetto poor: the social
workers,the school teachers,the urban
developmentpeople, and of course the
police.37 The social problems of the
Black community will ultimately be
solved only by people and organizations
from that community;thus the emphasis within these professionsmust shift
toward trainingsuch a cadreof minority personnel. Social scientists who
teach and study problems of race and
poverty likewise have an obligation to
replacethemselvesby bringing into the
graduate schools and college faculties
men of color who will become the future expertsin these areas.For cultural
and intellectual imperialismis as real
as welfare colonialism, though it is
currentlyscreenedbehindsuchunassailable shibbolethsas universalismand the
objectivityof scientificinquiry.
3. Without downgradingthe vested
interests of profit and profession, the
real nitty-grittyelements of the white
stake are political power and bureaucratic security. Whereas few whites
have much understandingof the realities of race relationsand ghetto life, I
think most give tacit or at least subconscioussupport for the containment
and control of the Black population.
Whereas most whites have extremely
distortedimagesof Black Power, many
-if not most-would still be frightened by actual Black political power.
Racialgroups and identities are real in
Americanlife; white Americanssense

Disorder or Disorderly Analysis," 1968,
unpublished paper.
35 Such a statement is easier to assert
than to document but I am attempting the
latter in a forthcoming book tentatively
titled White Racism, Black Culture, to be
published by Little Brown, 1970.

36 Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, op. cit., pp. 253256.
37 Lee Rainwater, "The Revolt of the
Dirty-Workers," Trans-action, 5 (Nov.,
1967), pp. 2, 64.
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they are on top, and they fear possible
reprisalsor disruptionswere power to
be more equalized.There seems to be a
paranoid fear in the white psyche of
Black dominance;the belief that Black
autonomy would mean unbridled license is so ingrainedthat such reasonable outcomes as Black political majorities and independent Black police
forceswill be bitterlyresisted.
On this level the major mass bulwark of colonizationis the administrative need for bureaucraticsecurity so
that the middle classes can go about
their life and business in peace and
quiet. The Black militant movementis
a threat to the orderly proceduresby
which bureaucraciesand suburbsmanage their existence, and I think today
there are more people who feel a stake
in conventionalproceduresthan there
are those who gain directly from
racism. For in their fight for institutional control, the colonized will not
play by the white rules of the game.
These administrativerules have kept
them down and out of the system;
thereforethey have no necessaryintention of running institutions in the
image of the white middle class.
The liberal, humanist value that
violence is the worst sin cannot be defended today if one is committed
squarely against racism and for selfdetermination. For some violence is

almost inevitablein the decolonization
process;unfortunatelyracismin America has been so effectivethat the greatest power Afro-Americans (and perhaps also Mexican-Americans)wield
today is the power to disrupt. If we
are going to swing with these revolutionarytimes and at least respondpositively to the anti-colonialmovement,we
will have to learn to live with conflict,
confrontation, constant change, and
what maybe real or apparentchaosand
disorder.
A positive response from the white
majorityneeds to be in two major directions at the same time. First, communityliberationmovementsshould be
supportedin every way by pulling out
white instrumentsof directcontrol and
exploitation and substitutingtechnical
assistanceto the communitywhen this
is asked for. But it is not enough to
relate affirmativelyto the nationalist
movement for ghetto control without
at the same time radically opening
doors for full participationin the institutions of the mainstream. Otherwise the liberal and radicalposition is
little differentthan the traditionalsegregationist.Freedomin the specialconditions of Americancolonizationmeans
that the colonizedmust have the choice
between participationin the larger society and in their own independent
structures.

